REMOTE CONTROL PENDANT

**EMERGENCY STOP**
Press and push to shut engine off. This Button is for emergency only!!

**SPEED GAGE** – Engine speed adjust
Dial to increase and to lower the engine rpm and speed.

**CLAMP JAW LAMP**
Light comes on when clamp is closed and locked.
If the light will not come on, it could be burnt out or shorted and check clamp gauge and make sure it indicates at least 300 bar before vibrating any pile.

**CLAMP OPEN / CLAMP CLOSE**
Move to close to extend jaw and clamp vibro to pile.
Turn to open to retract jaw and release vibro from pile.
Switch should remain in closed position to hold clamp to pile.

**FOR / STOP / REV**
Three position selector switch.
Turn to FOR (Forward) to operate vibro.
Turn off to STOP vibro.
REV or FOR for vibration are supposed to be functional at the same.

**WARNING !!**
Never leave a vibro clamped a pile without crane line attached. The clamp cylinder could bleed off causing the vibro to drop. Never hoist a pile in the air without a safety line attached to the pile. Should the clamp close line become damaged and leak, the clamp cylinder could lose pressure and drop the pile.